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A BLAST OF COLOUR: ARMIN STROM INTRODUCES THE TRIBUTE 1 WITH 
FUMÉ DIALS AND GUILLOCHÉ PLATES 

Biel/Bienne, Switzerland, 16 November 2023: Armin Strom’s purest creation, the Tribute 1, receives 
a chromatic twist with 4 fumé dials limited to 10 pieces each. Featuring an in-house developed and 
manufactured manual-winding movement with a motor barrel on the guilloché dial plate, the 
Tribute 1 Fumé is a compelling mechanical masterpiece blending modernity with a touch of vintage.  

A statement of simplicity, the Armin Strom way. The Tribute 1 is the independent manufacturer’s 
unique take on the most fundamental of timekeepers, the three-hand watch. Perhaps the most 
essential expression of the art of watchmaking, every detail in the Tribute 1 is rendered meticulously 
to achieve a harmonious, integral and highly original piece like no other. Now, it takes on a more 
dramatic look with fumé dials in four striking hues, with guilloché dial plates by celebrated 
independent watchmaker Kari Voutilainen’s dial atelier. The Tribute 1 Fumé is limited to 10 pieces each 
in ocean, slate, sky and burgundy dial colours. 

Dramatic, intense and reflecting a multitude of tones, the fumé dial gives a new depth to the already 
three-dimensional Tribute 1. Its vignette effect, which has a distinctly 1970s vibe, creates a striking 
gradient of bright highlights at the centre of the dial that give way to shadowy contrast towards the 
outer edge. With a sunray-brushed finish on the metallic base, the dial is animated by light, which can 
bring out the different tonalities and shades of the four dials’ colours. This spectacular effect is further 
heightened by the anthracite guilloché plate, which is handcrafted by celebrated independent 
watchmaker and close friend of the brand, Kari Voutilainen.  

On the latest creation from the Armin Strom manufacture, Co-Founder and Master Watchmaker 
Claude Greisler shared: “The Tribute 1 is a twist on the classic dress watch – literally. From its slender 
38 mm steel case with the crown unusually positioned at 2 o’clock, to the off-centred small dial 
displaying the hours, minutes and seconds, there’s harmony in its asymmetry. Like all Armin Strom 
creations, there’s something mechanical and quite ingenious to be admired from the dial side.”  

Held by an open finger-style bridge is the innovative “motor barrel”. Prominently displayed, it is 
distinguished by an arbor that turns around the mainspring within the barrel itself, making it far more 
efficient than traditional constructions, while also conserving space. An impressive feat for a single 
mainspring barrel that offers 100 hours of power reserve. Showcasing Armin Strom’s mastery of 
elaborate hand-finishing, the manual-winding calibre AMW21 is lavishly decorated throughout. It 
incorporates different decoration techniques to embellish its purest movement to date. 

The finishing touch to the Tribute 1 Fumé is the velvety-soft and supple Grey Alcantara calf leather 

strap with white stitching.  

With the Tribute 1 Fumé limited editions, Armin Strom offers a punchy and chromatic rendition of its 
alternative 3-hand dress watch. 

 

 
 

https://arminstrom.com/en/kaliber/amw21/?v=ee2d312f5477
https://arminstrom.com/en/kaliber/amw21/?v=ee2d312f5477
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Technical specification: Tribute 1 Fumé 

 

Reference no. burgundy: ST23-TRI.10.CS.M.35.FC 

Reference no. sky: ST23-TRI.11.CS.M.35.FC 

Reference no. ocean: ST23-TRI.75.CS.M.35.FC 

Reference no. slate: ST23-TRI.05.CS.M.35.FC 

 

 
Indications: Hours, minutes, seconds  
 
Movement: Armin Strom manufacture Caliber AMW21 
Hand-wound movement  
Regulating system: Flat hairspring with a variable inertia balance wheel 
Barrel bridge in brass  
Power reserve: 100 hours 
Dimensions: 33.5 mm x 4.2 mm  
Frequency: 3.5 Hz (25,200 vph) 
Finishing: Hand-finishing to the highest quality level 
Jewels: 21  
Number of components: 135 
 
Case: Stainless steel 
Sapphire crystal and case back with anti-reflective treatment 
Diameter: 38 mm  
Height: 9.38 mm 
Width lugs/buckle: 18/16 mm 
 
Water resistance: 5 ATM 
 
Dial: Offset burgundy, slate, sky or ocean  
 
Hands: Rhodium plated 

Strap: Grey Alcantara calf leather strap and folding clasp in stainless steel 

Limited Edition: 10 pieces each 

Price: CHF 19,900 / USD 20,900 / EUR 23,100 / GBP 19,700 
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About Armin Strom 
 
Armin Strom is an independent watch company based in Biel/Bienne, Switzerland. Armin Strom 
timepieces offer a unique fusion of the Swiss-German horological tradition, avant-garde “transparent 
mechanics” and an unwavering commitment to horological innovation. The hallmark of the brand’s 
low-volume, artisanal approach to watchmaking is its commitment to exposed dial-side movement 
mechanics, with every part hand-finished to the highest haute-horology standards. 
 
Armin Strom was established in 1967 by Mr Armin Strom, a legend in the art of hand-skeletonization. 
In 2006, the stewardship of Mr Strom’s legacy became the responsibility of Master Watchmaker 
Claude Greisler and businessman Serge Michel, who together revitalised the brand with the opening 
of Armin Strom’s first fully integrated Manufacture in 2009. Today the brand designs, develops, mills, 
embosses, galvanises, hand-finishes and assembles all of its own watches in-house, enabling Armin 
Strom to bring even the most complicated ideas to life without any of the compromises that typically 
stem from reliance on a supply chain. 
 
www.arminstrom.com 
 
 
For further information, please contact:  
 
Sonja Voutat-Hagmann  
Head of PR & Media 
+41 (0)32 343 33 41 
s.voutat-hagmann@arminstrom.com 
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